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Unicorn Rescue Kit (Plush Toy And
Book)
Awww! You know you cant resist the cute baby unicorn! She
needs a human companion to make sure she gets plenty of
cupcakes and rainbows. Wont you take her home? The
Unicorn Companions Guide within contains an adoption
certificate and covers everything you need to know about
raising unicorns, from unicorn history and legends to signs
that your young charge is learning to use her magic.
Everythings better with an enchanted friend!
Awww! This dragonlet emerged from its egg all alone in the
world. It needs a guardian-like you!-to teach it the finer
points of flying, gold-hoarding, and toasting marshmallows
with its breath. The Dragonkeeper's Guide within includes
adoption certificate and advice for rearing your new fiery
friend. Feel the love! Kit box measures 3-1/2wide x 3-1/2
high x 1-5/8 deep.
Develop your grade 4 students sentence editing, punctuation,
grammar, vocabulary, word study, and reference skills using
180 focused 10- to 15-minute daily activities.
A New York Times bestseller! Unicorns are real. (At least we
think they are.) Are you ready to protect the creatures of myth
and legend? Then you belong in The Unicorn Rescue Society.
HURRY–THE CREATURES NEED YOU! Elliot Eisner isn't
exactly thrilled with the first day at his new school. His class
is going on a field trip to a creepy forest called the Pine
Barrens. The trip is being led by Professor Fauna, the
weirdest teacher Elliot has ever met. And the only kid who
will talk to Elliot, Uchenna Devereaux, isn’t afraid of
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danger. She likes danger. Elliot and Uchenna are about to
become part of a secret group of adventurers, The Unicorn
Rescue Society, whose goal is to protect and defend the
world’s mythical creatures. Together with Professor Fauna,
Elliot and Uchenna must help rescue a Jersey Devil from a
duo of conniving, greedy billionaires, the Schmoke Brothers.
Join Elliot and Uchenna on their very first quest as members
of the Unicorn Rescue Society in this fantasy-adventure series
from Adam Gidwitz, the beloved bestselling and Newbery
Honor-winning author of The Inquisitors Tale and A Tale
Dark & Grimm. Illustrated throughout, this is the perfect fit
for newly independent readers looking for a story full of
adventure, fun, and friendship.
Unicorns Stickers
Poke-A-Dot: Construction Vehicles
Sew Mini Treats
A Disney Read-Along
Hug a Wolf Kit
Everyone's favorite mythical creature
joins forces with everyone's favorite
dessert in this super-magical kit! With
crystal-clear instructions, you'll learn
how to sew a soft and sparkly decorative
pillow that looks good enough to eat using
techniques like whip stitching, basting,
and gathering. With plush faux fur,
metallic gold lamé, iridescent pom-poms,
and pre-cut felt pieces, you'll have tons
of options to decorate your cake: Add a
rainbow mane, a flower crown, rock star
fringe, wings, or adorable meringue
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dollops. Then, display your showstopper on
the candy-coloured cake stand. Comes with:
Pre-cut faux fur, pre-cut felt, iridescent
pom-poms in 4 colors, pre-cut metallic
gold pieces, embroidery floss in 2
colours, pre-cut felt eyes, pre-cut
decorative felt in 4 colors, stuffing,
needle, printed cardboard cake stand
Grace, Holly and Lily are the Magic Dolls,
who care for the Magical Creatures of the
Enchanted Isle. When a frightened unicorn
is found in the Spellwood, it's up to the
Magic Dolls to help! In her anxiety the
weather unicorn has whipped up a terrible
storm, terrifying the fairy creatures of
the wood. Can the Magic Dolls help, before
it's too late? First in an exciting new
Fiction series based on the
internationally bestselling Sticker Dolly
Dressing series. With strong, aspirational
female main characters, and a magical
world which will be revisited in each
story. Sticker Dolly Dressing will be
supported by an extensive Marketing and PR
campaign throughout 2020. High-spec
package, with b/w illustrations and a
sticker sheet. Works as a read-together
story for younger children, or a readalone book for more confident readers,
with short, manageable chapters.
The #1 New York Times bestseller! Try to
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catch one of the world's most elusive
mythical creatures—the unicorn—in this
enchanting picture book for kids! From the
New York Times and USA Today bestselling
How to Catch series comes a dazzling new
adventure! Filled with zany traps, STEAM
concepts, silly rhymes, and lots of
rainbow unicorn fun, parents, educators,
and young readers alike will delight in
this colorful story as the Catch Club Kids
are off in the zoo to catch this
fantastical beast. Perfect for children
ages 4-10, this is the ultimate unicorn
gift of the year, great for birthdays,
bedtime, or any occasion! Can you catch
the unicorn? You'll have to use your
brain, So set your traps and prep your
team to pet that rainbow mane! Also in the
How to Catch Series: How to Catch a
Mermaid How to Catch a Dinosaur How to
Catch the Tooth Fairy How to Catch a
Monster and more!
Unicorn Rescue Kit (Book with Plush)Peter
Pauper Press, Incorporated
Little Monsters
Create Your Own Fairy Tales
Sock Monkey Rescue Kit
Story Box

Poke irresistible buttons to hear satisfying clicks
and pops as kids read and count along with sturdy
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board books. Patented!
This wonderful game will allow your family to
create its own fairy tales. Highly original and with a
contemporary twist, this box contains 20 cards,
printed on both sides, which can be interchanged,
allowing for all kinds of plots. With three alternative
endings! Can you save the missing elf before he is
eaten by the big, bad wolf? Is the witch offering you
a poisoned apple, or will she help you - by
magically shrinking the giant pink rabbit that is
terrorizing your castle? Tell a different story each
time you play, in this 8-foot-long fairytale puzzle.
From the NY Times bestselling smash about a
bunch of dragons who really love tacos, by Adam
Rubin and Daniel Salmieri.
Take it slow! This serene little plush sloth needs an
extremely gradual hug and a place to hang out.
Comes with a mini guidebook featuring sloth facts
and fancies, as well as places to fill in the little
details that make your slothlet unique. Everythings
better with a fuzzy friend!
Craft and Snuggle: My Pet Unicorn
Cat's Cradle
Looking for Bigfoot
Unicorn Rescue Kit (Book with Plush)
Daily Language Review, Grade 4
There's a shirtless firefighter at her
door...and he's holding a baby unicorn.
Animal rescue officer Candice thought she'd
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seen it all. That was before the unicorn. Or
rather, unicorns. When a smoking hot
firefighter turns up at her emergency centre,
the baby unicorn in his arms turns out to be
the least unusual thing about him. And he
wants Candice for more than her fullyequipped rescue trailer... Unicorn shifter
Wystan thought meeting his true mate would
solve all his problems. Now he's got an
adorable and unruly mystery on his hands, the
mother of all wildfires breathing down his
neck, and dark forces closing in on all
sides. How's he supposed to romance this
blunt, prickly, astonishing woman in all
this? Especially when Candice guards her
heart as fiercely as she protects the animals
under her care? But when unicorns are real,
dreams can come true... And so can
nightmares. What paranormal romance fans are
saying about this addictive series: ★★★★★
'Once I started reading I just was unable to
put the book down until the very end.' ★★★★★
'The storyline was really interesting and
often hilarious. I can't wait for the next
book!' ★★★★★ 'Fantastic and very
unusual...Highly recommend' ★★★★★ 'It has
everything, mystery, dangerous foe,funny
characters that have you laughing out loud.'
★★★★★ 'Zoe Chant manages to build this
amazing camaraderie that jumps off the page.'
★★★★★ 'I just fell in love with the
characters' If you love your romance heaped
high with humor, magic, and action, one-click
this addictive series today!
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A perfect gift for the unicorn lovers in your
life, this lovely and utterly transporting
picture book tells the story of what every
little girl wishes would happen to her: a
girl finds and takes care of a lost baby
unicorn. Margaret's whole world changes when
her family moves to a cottage by the sea to
be near her grandma. One evening, Margaret
spots a mist over the water. No, that's not
mist...clouds maybe? No, they're unicorns
descending onto the shore! They vanish as
quickly as they'd appeared, but accidentally
leave behind a baby, tangled in the weeds.
Margaret, lonely and in need of a friend,
brings him home and cares for him through the
fall and winter. Together, they chase the
waves, stomp on frozen puddles, and build
snow unicorns. When spring finally comes
around, and the other unicorns return,
Margaret's takes her small friend back to his
family... but these two won't forget one
another. And though Margaret misses him, she
has made a new friend, and her new cottage is
starting to feel like home. With all the feel
of a classic, here is a picture book young
readers will want to revisit again and again.
It's sew simple to make your own food
friends! Little makers will start by
practicing on 2 cardstock practice projects
with our specially designed plastic needle
safe for small hands. Then using the pre-cut
and pre-punched felt, kids will create 3 cute
projects--a pizza pouch, a cookie keychain,
and a cupcake plushy. It's the sweetest way
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to build fine motor skills and learn how to
sew! Comes With: 59 pre-cut and pre-punched
felt pieces, 6 googly eyes, red pom-pom,
plastic needle, sewing cards, 2 colors of
yarn, 5 pink foam stoppers, key ring, 16g
stuffing
Written in a way that pre-schoolers will
understand and yet gives a message that all
ages should learn. An important book for the
new generation. A beautifully simple book for
small children where transforming pages
reveal ten things that everyone can do to
help conserve their world. Many of them, such
as turning off the television properly,
walking to school and turning off lights when
leaving a room, are about conserving energy.
Others, such as feeding the birds in winter
and growing plants from seed, will encourage
an understanding of nature and conservation.
Hug a Sloth Kit
The Basque Dragon
21 Sewing Projects Kids Will Love to Make
My First Big Book of Unicorns
Unicorn Coloring Book for Kids

Meet Baby Unicorn! What does Baby Unicorn
find in the enchanted forest? Is she ready
to use her healing magic? Follow along as
she explores her world and discovers her
special powers! The simple, comforting
stories in this go-to baby gift series
have made it a multimillion seller.
Featuring a permanently attached plush
finger puppet, each volume offers parents
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and children a fun, interactive way to
play and read as they build a lifelong
love of books together.
A magical plush unicorn with accessories
made by you!Calling all unicorn lovers!
This kit comes with everything you need to
help your new unicorn friend feel right at
home, with a stuffed unicorn toy, adoption
certificate, and all the craft supplies
you need to make an assortment of adorable
accessories. Decorate your unicorn's satin
tutu with glitter felt stickers, then make
your unicorn a necklace and a fuzzy flower
crown. Thread beads to make a matching
bracelet for and your unicorn, then,
finally, make a mini purse to carry all of
your unicorn's essentials.
Meet Dog Man, the crime-biting canine who
is part dog, part man, and ALL HERO! When
danger calls, this Dog Man Doll will be
ready! His soft fur, floppy ears, and
policemans uniform make him the perfect
companion for your little crime-fighter.
Cozy up with Dog Man and read Dav Pilkeys
fantastic, giggle-inducing series
featuring George and Harold, the
diabolical minds behind Captain
Underpants. Watch Dog Man unleash justice
on Petey, the worlds most evil cat! Safe
for all ages, perfect for ages 2 to 8.
Surface wash only.
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From bestselling superstar duo Shannon
Hale and LeUyen Pham comes a delightful
kitty and unicorn story that celebrates
the magic of friendship—and being exactly
who you want to be! Kitty thinks she might
be a unicorn. She feels so perfectly
unicorn-y! “Neigh!” says Kitty. But when
Unicorn clop clop clops over, sweeping his
magnificent tail and neighing a mighty
neigh, Kitty feels no bigger than a ball
of lint. Can this unlikely pair embrace
who they are, and truly see one another?
In their first picture book together, the
magical, bestselling team of Shannon Hale
and LeUyen Pham put their horns together
for the most heart-bursting, tailtwitching, fuzzy-feeling, perfectly
unicorn-y story imaginable.
How to Catch a Unicorn
4.5 - 5.5 Inches Each
Adorable Set of Unicorn Coloring Pages A
Perfect Gift for the Child Keen on Unicorn
Dragons Love Tacos, Mini Doll Set
Margaret's Unicorn

Read along with Disney! Doc always keeps track of her patients'
boo-boos and ouchies in her Big Book of Boo-Boos—and now you
can, too! This adorable book featuring word-for-word narration
looks just like Doc's Big Book of Boo-Boos, and is jam-packed full
of Doc McStuffins fun including an original story featuring Doc and
the gang!
Kids can sew too! This inspiring guide includes 21 fun sewing
projects for children ages 5 and up. With easy-to-follow illustrated
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instructions and cut-out patterns, young crafters will quickly be
sewing up colorful pillows, potholders, dolls, blankets, and more.
These kid-tested projects require only minimal supervision and
most can be made using simple hand stitches, so no sewing machine
is required. With plenty of encouragement and helpful tips, Sewing
School helps little sewers develop their skills while sparking a
passion that will last a lifetime.
What could be more timely than a book about kindness in today's
divided and often hostile world? Kindness Tales is the long-awaited
third book in a trilogy that includes Peace Tales and Earth Care
from award-winning author and highly-respected folklorist,
Margaret Read MacDonald. Margaret has curated a collection of her
favorite stories that celebrate the timeless power of kindness to
make the world a gentler, safer, and even more loving place.
Kindness Tales contains more than forty folktales that illustrate the
transformative power of kindness through leading, sharing and
caring for one another through simple acts of kindness. These
stories share a common theme of using thoughtful and sometimes
generous acts of kindness to make the world better. These timeless
tales from the world's great oral traditions are a delight to tell, read
aloud with a group, or simply enjoy as a quiet reading experience.
This book can also be used as a personal touchstone for thinking
about and reflecting more deeply on the consequences of quiet acts
of kindness. Stories from around the world are supplemented by
generous reference notes, source information, and suggestions for
further reading on the topic of kindness. These stories also teach the
important role that fairness and personal responsibility contribute to
our world. Due to Margaret's careful curation, these stories can be
shared with groups of all ages. Some of these tales easily engage
preschool and primary school-aged children, while other stories are
more thought-provoking and more engaging for teenagers and
adults. Margaret Read MacDonald is well known for her lively
retellings of folktales. Drawing on her extensive background in
folklore (Ph.D. Indiana University Folklore Institute) and her many
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travels throughout the world, MacDonald searches out unusual tales
from the world's folk literature and oral traditions. She has a gift for
retelling these stories so they appeal to children and adults alike.
Margaret is a prolific writer and performer, having published over
55 books.
The mythical beast comes into its own in 16 colorful peel-and-apply
images, which show the unicorn carrying an armored knight into
battle, lying at rest, galloping, rearing up on its hind legs, and in
other poses — plus fanciful hybrids: sea-horse or sea-serpent
unicorns, unicorns with butterfly wings or rainbow-colored eagle
wings, and more.
Super Gift Set
Earth Day
Hug a Reindeer Kit
Dragon Rescue Kit
Sticker Dolly Dressing Stories 1: Unicorn Rescue

Stitch and stuff your favorite pretend foods with Sew
Mini Treats! Make your own felted play food with
fabulous faces. Includes instructions, patterns and
materials for 18 cheerful, itty-bitty food items as well
as tips and tricks to customize your own designs. It's
an instant recipe for fun! With super-clear
instructions and no sewing experience required, Sew
Mini Treats provides hours of endless entertainment.
A joyful tribute to fathers from the bestselling
creators of Hello!Lucky! and authors of My Mom is
Magical and You Are Fantastic!. Is your dad cooler
than a million popsicles? Tougher than a rhino
wrestler? Cuddlier than a ton of bunnies? Celebrate
all the things that make Dad amazing with this joyful
book!
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The Unicorn Rescue Society is back! Across the
vast, blue ocean, in the mountains of the Basque
Country, a fearsome creature has gone missing. And
the Unicorn Rescue Society are the only ones who
can save it. Elliot and Uchenna—and Jersey!—have
barely recovered from their first adventure with
Professor Fauna when he approaches them with an
all-new quest. Except this time they're going to have
to cross an ocean. In the mountains of the Basque
Country, the Unicorn Rescue Society must track
down a missing dragon. But how could someone
even kidnap a dragon? And for what evil purpose?
And is their newest, fire-breathing rescue more than
they can handle? New challenges await in this
second book in the Unicorn Rescue Society series, a
brand-new fantasy-adventure from Adam Gidwitz,
the beloved bestselling and Newbery Honor-winning
author of The Inquisitors Tale and A Tale Dark &
Grimm. Illustrated throughout, it’s the perfect fit for
newly independent readers looking for a story full of
adventure, fun, and friendship.
Is Bigfoot (aka Sasquatch) a descendent of the
extinct giant ape Gigantopithecus? Or is it a myth
turned pop-culture phenom that we want to believe is
real? In this objectively written graded reader, author
Bonnie Worth examines the evidence for and against
the existence of the alleged ape, including its role in
native North American folklore, famous sightings and
notorious hoaxes, Dr. Grover Kranz’s work with
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dermal ridges, the Gigantopithecus theory, the
Patterson-Gimlin film, and much, much more.
Illustrated with photographs and full-color
illustrations, this high-concept easy reader will satisfy
both skeptics and true believers.
The Creature of the Pines
Hug a Hedgehog Kit
Fly Guy 20" Doll
Bigfoot Rescue Kit
A Book of String Figures
Little ones will love My First Big Book of Unicorns, a
jumbo coloring book packed with almost 200 pages
of coloring fun! Children will love My First Big Book
of Unicorns, a follow-up book to the successful My
First Big Book of Coloring and My First Book of
Coloring 2, that's packed with page after page of
unicorn fun! The appealing artwork, with its heavy,
chunky black lines, are eye-catching and kidfriendly. This book is sure to engage little ones for
hours!
If you love everything unicorns, this book is for you!
Fun and Interactive books for hands-on learning.
Perfect for toddlers, preschoolers, kindergarteners,
and first graders! Unicorn for Kids Ages 4-8 features
the magical world of the unicorn coloring pages.
This kid's Coloring book features: Large 8.5 x 11
inch pages 130 Coloring Pages Printed on white
paper Single sided pages to avoid bleed through
when coloring. Specially Suitable for both boys and
girls Perfect for ages 4 - 8 Activities such as coloring
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will improve your child's pencil grip, as well as
helping them to relax, self-regulate their mood and
develop their imagination. So if your child loves Cute
Rainbow Unicorn then get your copy today.
Presents step-by-step illustrated instructions for
creating such string figures as Cat's Cradle, Cup and
Saucer, Eiffel Tower, Jacob's Ladder, and others
Calling all animal lovers! Build your own mobile pet
adoption center and help these clay critters find their
"furever" homes. Learn to make a variety of dog
breeds, including a corgi, Chihuahua, Rottweiler,
Dalmatian, and beagle, plus cats, birds, bunnies, and
guinea pigs. You decide which animals you want to
make with colorful clay and premade eyes to help
make each creation picture-purrfect. Comes with: 8
punchout sheets, 7 colors of oven-bake clay, faux fur
blankets in 3 colors, 30 brads.
Itty-Bitty Kitty-Corn
Klutz: Mini Clay World Pet Adoption Truck
My Simple Sewing
Dog Man Doll
Sew Your Own Unicorn Cake Pillow

Howl with laughter and squeal with delight at this
monstrously exciting new picture book from number one
bestselling author David Walliams, illustrated by the
awesome Adam Stower!
Earth Day celebrates our beautiful planet and calls us to
act on its behalf. Some people spend the day planting
flowers or trees. Others organize neighborhood cleanups, go on nature walks, or make recycled crafts. Readers
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will discover how a shared holiday can have multiple
traditions and be celebrated in all sorts of ways.
Student Practice Books 5-pack
My Dad Is Amazing
Doc McStuffins: Doc's Big Book of Boo-Boos
Wildfire Unicorn
Ten Things I Can Do to Help My World
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